This article describes and illustrates with two case studies a relatively novel form of the multiple-baseline design called the changing criterion design. It also presents the design's formal requirements, and suggests target behaviors and circumstances for which the design might be useful.
, among others. This paper describes an additional design that might be particularly useful in individual case studies when other designs are inconvenient or unsuitable, and changes in the target behavior are made in stepwise increments.
The changing criterion design, initially named by Hall (1971) and illustrated by Weis and Hall (1971) , is a variation of a multiple-baseline design and is similar to a design described, but unnamed, by Sidman (1960, pp. 254-256) . The design requires initial baseline observations on a single target behavior. This baseline phase is followed by implementation of a treatment program in each of a series of treatment phases. Each treatment phase is associated with a stepwise change in criterion rate for the target behavior. Thus, each phase of the design provides a baseline for the following phase. When the rate of the target behavior changes with each stepwise change in the criterion, therapeutic change is replicated and experimental control is demonstrated.
CASE I
The changing criterion design is illustrated with data from two case studies from our laboratories. The first study, taken from Hall and Fox (in press) ber of math problems correctly solved by a student in a classroom for behaviorally disordered children (see Figure 1 ). During the baseline phase, the teacher gave the student a worksheet with nine division problems. In baseline (Panel A), the number of problems completed decreased from four during the first day to zero. In the first treatment phase (Panel B), the criterion number of problems to be worked was set at two, the next highest whole problem over the baseline mean. The consequences for correctly solving two problems on the worksheet during a 45-min work session included access to recess after the session and the opportunity to play basketball. Failure to complete two problems within the allotted time prolonged math time until the problems were correctly computed. In subsequent treatment phases, identical consequences were in effect and the criterion was advanced by one problem after three consecutive days of performing at the specified level.
During the fourth treatment phase (Panel E), the problem criterion level was maintained for five rather than three consecutive days, and during the ninth treatment phase (Panel J), the criterion was dropped one problem, rather than raised one problem. Following this final worksheet phase, the subject was required to solve 10 problems in the math text correctly (Panel K) under the same contingency arrangement. Dur The second study used the changing criterion design to demonstrate experimental control over smoking rate in a deceleration program (see Figure 2 ). The subject's baseline rate of smoking is given in Panel A; following this baseline phase, treatment was instituted. Treatment consisted of imposing a daily criterion rate of smoking and consequences for over-and under-indulgence. In the first treatment phase (Panel B), the criterion rate was set at 95 % of baseline or 46 cigarettes per day. Cigarettes smoked in excess of this rate resulted in a $1.00 escalating fine ($1.00 for the forty-seventh cigarette, $2.00 for the forty-eighth cigarette, etc.). Smoking fewer than the criterion number of cigarettes resulted in a $0.10 escalating bonus. For the second (Panel C) and subsequent treatment phases, only four of 21 actually conducted being presented here (Panels D, E, F, and G), the criterion was set at 94% of the criterion rate for the previous treatment phase; identical consequences were imposed during all treatment phases.
The underlying multiple-baseline features from which the changing criterion design derives its credibility are more clearly illustrated by regraphing the smoking study data (see Figure 3) . These data consist of the percentage of days within each week that four arbitrarily chosen criteria were met.2 They indicate that the percentage of days on which the yet-to-beapplied criteria are met is low (0% to 29%), while the percentage for the current and previously applied criteria is high (invariably 100%). Furthermore, stepwise changes in percentage score (from low to high) occur only as each criterion is applied.3 The pattern and tim2Because the data in Figure 3 are based on weekly performance, rather than daily performance as in Figure 2 , Figure 3 includes data from 53 weeks, rather than from the 13 weeks presented in Figure 2. 31f more closely adjacent changes in the criterion had been selected for inclusion in Figure 3 ing of changes in rate resembles the pattern and timing of changes in rate expected with the successful application of a multiple-baseline de- Campbell and Stanley, 1963) . In addition, treatment phases should differ in length, or if of a constant length, should be preceded by a baseline phase longer than each of the separate treatment phases. This is to ensure that stepwise changes in the rate of the target behavior are not occurring naturally in synchrony with criterion changes. The baseline data should also be stable (e.g., zero slope) or should be changing in a counter-therapeutic direction. While the baseline data shown in Panel A of Figure 1 meet both of these formal design criteria, the baseline data shown in Panel A of Figure 2 unfortunately do not meet either criterion.
The length of each treatment phase and the magnitude and number of criterion changes are interdependent and should vary as a function of the total length of treatment, the variability of the target behavior, and the difference between the baseline and the anticipated terminal rate of the target behavior. Each treatment phase must be long enough to allow the rate of the target behavior to restabilize at a new and changed rate; it is stability after change has been achieved, and before introduction of the next change in the criterion, that is crucial to producing a convincing demonstration of control. Thus, for example, when behavior change is slow, treatment phases must be longer to ensure stability before the criterion is again changed for the next treatment phase. In deciding the length of each treatment phase, clinician-researchers must also remain sensitive to their clients' needs and not hold clients at a criterion longer than would be wise therapeutically.
The magnitude of each stepwise change in the criterion must be large enough to ensure that the changes in the rate of the target behavior are detectable. Thus, the size of changes in the criterion employed will be largely a function of the variability of the rate of the target behavior within each treatment segment. With highly variable responses, larger changes in the criterion (and longer treatment phases) will be required to demonstrate changes in rate. Therapeutic considerations such as the difficulty of changing the rate of the problematic behavior will-also determine the magnitude of changes in the criterion employed. With behavior that is difficult to change, the changes in the criterion should be small enough to be achievable, yet large enough to be clearly detectable.
Demonstration of experimental control with the changing criterion design is best shown by a visual display of the close correspondence between behavior rate and changes in the criterion. However, with data characterized by excessive variability or complex trends, a simple visual display may be unconvincing, and statistical procedures may be required. In such cases, correlational analyses (Hall and Fox, in press ), the analysis of variance (Hartmann, 1974) , or timeseries analysis (Jones, Vaught, and Weinrott, in press ) may be applied to the data from a changing criterion design. These techniques should be used with caution, however, as they either are controversial, necessitate conformity to a substantial number of statistical assumptions, or require extensive data (see, for example, Baer (in press); Kazdin (1976) ; Michael, 1974; Thoresen and Elashoff, 1974 Figure 1 ).
The logic of the changing criterion design does not require counter-tberapeutic behavior change, unlike the reversal design. Nor does the design require multiple independent behaviors, subjects, or situations, unlike standard multiplebaseline designs. Instead, the changing criterion design should be applicable to a wide range of treatment problems that can be modified in a stepwise manner and where reasonably prompt changes to a new, stable level are expected in response to changes in the criterion. Thus, as Hall and Fox (in press) suggest, the changing criterion design would be particularly suited to demonstrating the effectiveness of shaping procedures. In general, the changing criterion design should be useful for acceleration problems in which stepwise increases in accuracy, frequency, duration, latency, or magnitude are therapeutic goals; e.g., increases in writing or reading rate, improvements in peer interactions, or better adherence to an exercise routine. Deceleration problems for which stepwise decreases in similar response characteristics are therapeutic goals include reductions in smoking, drinking, or overeating, and latency of compliance with instructions.
In summary, the changing criterion design is capable of providing convincing demonstrations of experimental control, seems applicable to a wide range of problematic behaviors, and should be a useful addition to applied individual-subject methodology.
